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FOREWORD 

Pick up this anthology, Monsoon Letters: Collection of  
Poems and you immerse into a myriad of  colors; of  joy, 
pain, imagination and passion seen through youthful 
eyes. The collection of  poems from the early voices 
promises volumes for the future. Our great expectations 
from the young minds would be that they will enrich 
the literary scene in Bangladesh – one verse at a time. 
Our collaboration with Monsoon Letters aim to 
discover new talents. 

UPL, one of  the pioneering publishing houses in 
Bangladesh, also has a colorful offering in literary 
writing. Poetry of  various eras have been published 
from UPL. This collaborative project in association 
with WRITE Foundation is an exciting medium for 
UPL. We are happy to be involved in an initiative which 
reinforces a credible platform to nurture talents. We 
hope the readers would support our effort to give wings 
to these dreams.

20 February 2014
Dhaka Publisher

Mohiuddin Ahmed





INTRODUCTION

Monsoonletters.com finds new voices, traces new 
journeys, and marks new conversations. This is what we 
are set to do. We encourage and follow virgin footprints 
in verses, fiction and non-fiction. We nurture novelty 
and fresh talent.

This collection brings together more than 30 young 
poets who are heavily invested in self-discovery. Most 
of  the poems cover a range of  emotions that define 
youth. Therefore, this publication is essentially young in 
spirit.

Monsoon Letters: Collection of  Poems is being published at 
a time when the SAARC Literary Festival, 2014, 
organized by WRITE Foundation in collaboration with 
monsoonletters.com is taking place in town and there 
are scholars from all over the region who are 
celebrating their Southasian journey. WRITE 
Foundation, besides being a platform for Bangladeshi 
writers, is also affiliated with FOSWAL (Foundation of  
SAARC Writers and Literature), the apex literary body 
of  SAARC, based in Delhi. WRITE has formed the 
Bangladesh chapter of  FOSWAL. Though 
monsoonletters.com came into being way before 
WRITE, we thought it best to take monsoonletters.com 
under WRITE’s wings and encourage creativity in a 
more evolved fashion. 

This anthology also includes poems from emerging 
poets who have participated in the performance poetry 
contest – Muse Masters, organized by the British 
Council in collaboration with monsoonletters.com. The 
poems included in this anthology have found their place 



in this collection through a selection process 
undertaken jointly by British Council and 
monsoonletters.com. Majority of  them have also been 
selected through the latest poetry contest of  
monsoonletters.com.  

I sincerely hope that our young poets will cross borders, 
bridge differences and share their creativity through 
performance and will continue writing with utmost 
passion and freedom.

Happy Monsoon-ing!

Rubana Huq
Secretary General
WRITE Foundation
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YOUR STORY
Humaira Noor

Crumbs of  velvet words remain, 
spread along the lost way.
Penciled promises. Bruised smiles. 
smudged in this hazy sphere’s ray.

You started a story once, 
never went through to the end. 
Chirping birds, car horns,
cut you off  in resentment.

Sketched love in a wooden frame 
Hung to wait. 
It’s drooped and stained. 
Plump thoughts, corseted in vain.
Perhaps a pause, too silent.

Watched you blend in and away 
into an old rose’s scent.
A withered one like ours or
did it have a happy end?
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STARS TO STONE
Lamisa Ashraf

Too far away from the world we know 
Are shining, little stars that brightly glow 
Or, so it seems, maybe a camouflage 
The shimmer, the glow, just a visage 
Falsifying the cold, dark stone.

Glistening, your tears, fall into words
You speak and scream and they all hear
But the corners of  your heart, hear a word, not two
All truth of  yours, have ears straining to know
Disappearance had words to speak, 
    nothing but words so true.

Your silence tread upon
Your inside crushed and thorned
Your dark and cold stone
Has always been thrown
Into a whirlpool of  words.

And all the hustle made lulled you to sleep
A most sweet and quiet slumber...
You sleep in your dreams
You walk through the streets but 
    there’s nothing that wakes the slumber.

Winter’s gone, winter still
The warmth shifted, it never had filled 
    the burrows you made, or didn’t you? 
The bubble they lifted, that didn’t you.
It’s neither to jolt, your slumber won’t fault
It has been long and longer than you can think 
Flawless be you, flawed be me,
Out as that stone, dark as ebony.
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A BLACK SONG
Rabiba Rahman Chowdhury

The pitterpatter, pitterpatter,
Can you hear that black song? 
Climbing up your bloodcell ladder. 
Engulf  your essence before long.

Invasion of  a demon’s balls,
Those horns crumbling in your grips.
You have won, and crushed the walls. 
Ain’t no time for petty guilt trips.

Roses smelling of  blood so ancient.
Extortion of  an innocent mind.
Ain’t nothing but an imbalanced quotient. 
Your you is what the devil will find.

Sink ’em, suck ’em, take it all in. 
Penetrate the memory lying deep within. 
It all lies way down under the skin.
Take what’s yours, take it all in.

Don’t think of  the taboos there. 
The prizeskull waits here. 
Inside out, tear it wide apart. 
It’s your signature, it’s your art.
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TRUST
Leena Salma

Swallowed by the nightrain,
I chased the light;
Though you knew I couldn’t trust it...
It changes itself  when it meets a blackhole.
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FETUS
Syed Shehzar Mukkarrim Doja

Let the velvet shade of  twilight’s touch
Melt into the oblivion of  darkness’ greedy palms tonight, 
for the restless recipient
acknowledges that it is only a conditional gift of  time 
and that this gift is to be reimbursed
when the unfolding commences,
like a hatching shell
which begets the birth
of  an unprecedented dawn...
as such,
life exists like a lingering reverie,
trapped incoherently
into infinite folds
of  hazy perception
and momentary lapses
of  inhibitions
whilst the forgotten soul,
that continues to dream silently
into the lingering darkness,
sleeps blindly
inside this shell,
believing existence
to be naught
outside the pantheon of
deductible gods
and mismanaged logic.
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BETWEEN HER LEGS
Syeda Samira Sadeque

She’s got secrets
Between her legs
In boils, burns and curls.

She’s got their curiosity 
Between her legs
A captive, chained curse.

She’s got “purity” coiled up
Between her legs
Waiting, raging to be im-purified.
She’s got an unwritten story
Between her legs
Awaiting their pens’ might.

She’s got folds and petals
Between her legs
For them to lovingly - or brutally? - unfold.
She’s got layers and treasures
Between her legs
Hiding from wars only their hands could control.

She’s got a pathway
Between her legs
For chords and lives to breathe through.
She is everything and everything-nots
Between her legs
Birthtown-graveyards, and hospitals too.



She’s got lies and truths
Politics and passion
Resting in whispers and laughter
Between her legs.
Mocking the world outside
Of  their blind desperation.
Desperate blindness.

She’s got knives and rods
Between her legs.
Up her bladder
“Or is it the ovary? Or uterus?”
Or the thousand other things
They have no idea know about.
No idea they have about.

She’s got secrets and stories
Buried deep inside.
Bleeding with the blood
Raging with the rage,
Crying with the cries,
Ending with the ends.
Between her legs.
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THE MAN WHO PLUCKED FLOWERS
Muhammad Al Amin

He was walking in the rain barefoot with strange and
    odd flowers in his hands,
Holding them as they are still blooming inside his palms.
Almost everybody could recognize the man, always
    walking alone and looking for flowers,
The familiar stranger could also be seen from the glass
    windows of  the neighboring houses,
Drenching in rain, searching for something up in the sky.
No one could hear him say a word when lucid clouds
    floated in the sunlit sky,
But when it started to gather on the Northeast horizon,
    he would unblinkingly gaze to find his true canvas.
The man remained all mystery to us like himself  and the
    unusual scent of  the flowers that he plucked, until  
    one day,
When a giant seemed to tear sky apart with both its
    hand and frighten us with lightning balls,
Nothing seemed to bother him as he was on his own,
This time we heard him screaming in the wind, once and
    for all, during the pauses of  heavy sound of  rain and
    thunder struck,
“See! I’ve brought you flowers plucked from my heart’s
    garden,
I pluck for you every day and keep them in my heart’s
    safest place,
Won’t you come and dance with me today?''
Was the stranger crying?
Perhaps,
But his tears could not be separated from the pouring
    drops of  monsoon rain.
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ALL BECAUSE OF ME
Sarah Soha

The night sparkled with the shimmer of  moon light 
Trees sang to the rhythm of  wind
My anklet breaking pure silence
Stars roaming around in the sky
Most probably a star winked 
And back I smiled.

Around the corner shone a silver lake
A rope, close by hung from a tree
Just as I left it, unnoticed, untouched
For a moment I hunted for a reason to go back 
Where I don’t even belong.

Sick of  him treating me like an object
I have an identity which he always overlooked
His threats and curses for no god damn reason
This by no means seemed to stop
It’s nobody’s fault if  dad can’t pay the dowry he 
promised 
Can’t bear dad’s guilt
Shadowed by sadness
It’s all because of  me
Because of  dowry.

Taking a firm grip on the rope I breathed hard 
Closing stage of  my not so dramatic life isn’t far 
But end up changing the whole tale
As my bare feet walks over dew soaked grass 
Headed for my going to be ex-house
Where my husband slept snoring 
And after two minutes
He will never wake up ever again.
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SUBTITLE
Muhammad Mustafa Monowar

Stuck. Pain. Inside. 
Fear. Fear. Fear. 
Rage. Hatred. 
Mirror’s ashamed.
Fall in.
Mistakes again. 
Thirsty. Love. 
Infatuation. Blind. 
Love. Thirsty. 
Melancholy dark.
Nights and lust.
Silence. Hidden. 
Silenced scream. 
Cry. Crash and burn. 
Broken. Torn.
All of  it.
All alone inside.
Story of  blood.
Cowards in heroes.
Dogs always bark. 
Look back. Sigh. 
Child. Teen. Old. 
Selfish creatures. 
Bought and sold.

Secrets. Red and blue.
Sins. Return. Back to you.
Run. Run. Run.
Away. Into gray. Blunt 
Eyes of  eagle.
They just dive and hunt.
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Asleep in reverie.
Sweet. Mermaid’s kiss.
Princess. Her charm. 
Denies my scornful bliss 
Clocks. Tick. Restless. 
Golden rust.
Diamond. Heart beats.
Breaks. Falls. Apart.
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MEMOIR
Hedayetullah Abdullah Solenkhi

Memoir;
the blur of  memories, an excerpt of  reality, 
that existence which remains,
in the depth of  time related;

Recoil; A dejavu in motion; 
we pass on through them, 
time and time again, 
feeling and seeing,
the outlines of  life, 
olden and distraught;

Like a shot; in the darkness of  life; 
stricken with shock, that erupts with time, 
a war within the mind,
with battles uneven;

Now no one knows;
what lies in the stench of  fate,
is it the aura of  bliss,
or the smog of  distress,
the war rages on, as the memories siege on; 
it’s now or never,
focus or be lost forever;

Requiem from the darkness; 
with a chant to cast out,
the blight of  the past,
that blur of  memories,
that linger in the air,
as intolerable it may be,
the fact remains;
many battles may have been lost, 
but the war is far from over.
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AN UNNOTICED KITE 
Kohinur Khyum Tithila

That day,
The sky was bright and blue,
The meadow was full of  happy children. 
They gathered to fly kites 
Blue, red, green, pink
Colorful the kites were!
Happy, free children
And their kites.
The sky was bright and azure,
But I saw what one kite saw
To her,
The sky seemed gray forever.
Then came the twilight.
The unbridled playtime was over. 
They went back to home.
They and their kites.
But I saw one kite,
She tore up the string
But not to fall down,
Her heart got wings.
She flew,
Higher, higher and higher.
Than I saw what the kite saw.
The sky was bright, blue and free.
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SOOTHSAYER
Seema Amin

‘They believe laughter, laughter is the seventh layer...’

Soothsayer,

give me visions of  the feast...

A blue-eyed horse,

spinning within five columns, such that

his waves become friction

for the eyes playing

circular stone and air hide and seek,

burgundy scabs light the night discoloration of  the 

skin

A backless orange form, skipping through the wider 

circumference 

is pulled back in, halfway ‘round.

there are blindfolds, and the End-Times

are as light-footed as night watchmen sheds

imagined, or dogging cars, or tigers,

in cemeteries by cathedrals, where monks

burn a slow fire, orange-flamed blood-leaf

       And

I prefer to watch your back,

tied to me by a blindfold loosely done, 

in a whim we’d conspired to

stretch, like one of  those lunges 

over some pole, bench, obstacle,

horse that you are,

and the seventh layer of  the soul

drops in temperature, to the green-black

sweet-heat similitude in coolness,

and I let the goose bump scarf  down,
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Your face a gray flame-the body is in danger of  

undergoing a change of  state, going gas, going 

water, 

I tickle from the leaking pulse

of  the loins, to the dry throat

inside the hobo’s sex-sun straddle, that knows 

penetration is an illusion.

I race you to the street.

I end in an infamy thrice removed from, but 

like, peace.
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WHITENED...
Mushira Habib

When I’ll be covered in that white piece of  cloth, 
Will be whitened out of  life and pain,
I won’t be able to see.
’Cause my eyes will be covered too!
Won’t hear much, as have heard enough in life.
Won’t care much, as my term for caring 
    will be over with the cover. 
But won’t I feel anymore?
Do the feelings die in there too?
They died often when I tried living.
But some I still carry!
They never died when they needed to,
So, why when they are supposed to be 
    the only companions?
Won’t the dreams even follow?
They kept life living, so won’t they let the corpse live?
Isn’t it worthier than life?
It sleeps so peacefully, so carelessly!
While life slept horribly, often couldn’t breathe!
Then, when it will be white, the symbol of  peace 
    will be covering me,
I’ll deserve to dream of  happy days, 
    of  fantastic moments!
If  not then even, when then?
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DISTURBIA 
Golam Rabbani

I am revealing my second skin
The eternal glee glows
With arithmetic rhyme without rhythm
My second skin, I touch, I feel, I rise, I scream
Still the skin glows.
I am revealing my second skin

*With the esraaj  of  A. R. Rahman
    with the violin of  Tchaikovsky 
I am peeling out the moments of  horror
Scratching away the swallowed hieroglyphics
Erasing the scars of  failure, pimples of  crisis
My new skin glows.
The one sitting in front of  me
Gazing out the window
Stuck in the limbo of  life and death
He doesn’t need a skin, he is free but I do.
I am in the middle of  insanities.
I am peeling everything out
As if  searching for the diamond as a coalminer
I only find my gibberish words, scattered thoughts
Confusion, lifeless decoration, artificial smiles
My second skin does not exist.

*An Indian string instrument
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BALLARAT
Anika Karim

Service to sever
And dismember;
To disremember you
Who live within me
Nestless in my restless lore
Of  yesteryear...
To delirious highs
Of  solemn castrati harmonizing civilizations, 
This story cares naught for thirsty stratospheres 
Or greedy mummies
Of  lovelorn false Friars.
For the heroine lives within your frozen
“Horror movie perfection”
Of  Autumn paintings and tangerine dinners 
Before she could ever bear the fears of  reality.
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MY BELOVED FROM ARAKAN
Nirjhor Barua

O my Beloved,
My maiden from Arakan
Will you come with me?
No pearls in my belongings 
But rice and salt for thee

With a house on Lushai we will dwell
And in skies and valleys we can stay
Down the river to o’er to where you are calling 
But there are no boatmen today

We will make babes with skin smooth as yours 
And name them you can in tongue of  thine
No of  my kin will ever slight you
For you are the love of  mine

In the lowlands we can lay and play 
And see the paddy fill
We can sing to the winter birds my love 
It will be a promise still

Weep no more, it will not be long
Though one thing I would say, 
To none I would lie my dear 
Wait till the wedding day.
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A DUSTBIN
Mohammad Shafiqul Islam

A dustbin,
passersby iniquitous around 
closing eyes, wrapping nose, 
laments bearing oddments.

The dustbin
flusters in murky memories, 
surfs instantly on earth
the rubbles of  humans.

A mother
in red tiptoes, gets closer, 
throws a bundle of  rags pallid,
a toddler inside, dead as if  alive.

The dustbin dies along...
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SAPPHIRE
Aurin Shaila Nusrat

Sun has gone crimson
And sycamores have stopped to burn 
Sycamores, tossing in glee;

hundreds of  trees, 
thousand years old, 
straddle the road.

Road that I racing west,
Driving against memories. 
Memories, swaying like breeze, 
Collide my car, vintage sapphire. 
The way never slithers and swirls,
It just goes straight, under

the yellow velvet of  quintuplets; 
when sun is to be set,
and clouds seeming to be
six months pregnant.

Flurrying to my fuzz,
Leaves, with yellow hue,
Say that I have some dues;

to the faded pages, worn-out cover,
to the stolen raisins, to the seventeen, 
to my dreams and to my nightmare,
to the wind of  western sapphire.
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I, WOMAN
Tazeen Binta Taj

‘Woman’ snorts the word
Through his grunty voice venomous with mockery 
I adjust my hair, scoop up papers
And juggle with ten wolves in the board room.

‘Woman’ whispers in the southern breeze 
Draping his arms around the sun-kissed skin 
Tracing my check through soft hair
I look into his caramel eyes
As smile blazes with heart’s desire.

‘Woman’ aloud with wonder
He threads up all the bits and pieces
That laces the day’s work
And I balance my tot and toad bag
Before lunching my tired fingers
To shape the swirling smoke swell from my modest china.
My carefree prime, my responsible midlife, 
    my humble ending 
Endures all names, labels, point of  reference
With criticism of  being alive
I tuck the wisp of  dismay behind my hear-no-evil ear,
I turn my see-no-evil eyes to end of  the tunnel
I smile through say-no-evil lips
I, woman on my own right live 
As life is the gift I give.
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KALEIDOSCOPE 
Samia Tamrin Ahmed

Our submerged shared dreams mingle
In a kaleidoscope dance of  sea-green and ocean-blue,
A whirlwind rush of  sunset orange and summer yellow
A flood of  hazy mountain purple and pinky hue,
A slight hint of  friendship, a circle of  love,
Soul mates through roads- 
Narrow and steep 
And picturesque too…
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THE GENIUS HEADACHE
Maimun Khan

You have struck in the mortal skull
Lightning fast and concrete strong
A stab, a thump on my orbs
A bite waking the flawless night…
 
Mind once again flying kites
Wandering hopelessly on the tides
Fearless form stands within
A word-con rocket rising…
 
Attention disturbed here
Abduction of  beauty nurtured
Well beyond your reach
Worms dancing for flesh-feast…
 
The smack, fatal and rich
Provokes words of  insight
Dull feels uneasy break
As the bard enjoy the genius headache…
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THE FUNDAMENTAL TRUTH 
Minu Ahmed

The fundamental truth eludes me
Tucks itself  into the crevices of  my mind
I search, I search and I search again,
Futile attempts, jumps made in vain
Soaring, falling and crashing once more.
I listen to the harmony of  the unspoken words 
That He tries to say to me,
Forgive me Lord, it is too late
I’ve run too far, I’ve flown too high.
But even in my balcony of  confusion
I see, I see the light.
I’ve found the truth that eludes me
We mortals run so far, and fly so high,
Seeking the so-called animosity called life
We enter with hopes, and depart with memoirs.
I had sought friendship and sometimes even love 
And yet the aspirants continue to disappoint me. 
Thus I have walked alone on this road of  life 
Alone I have flown
And alone once more, I shall run.
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SAILOR OF DREAMS 
Mazduda Hassan

*Who are you, o musafir
Where are you from,
Where were you born, o musafir,
Where are you gone.
In what shore has thou landed
In time and tide?
In what sail, o musafir,
Will thou take thy ride?
Has the wind come this way?
Has the breeze flown away?
Soon will then come the high time
For the storm’s stay.
Very hard if  it blow,
In hard way it will show,
The price of  priceless dream,
A dream in you it will sow.
Life will be as life has to be
In its hidden path life will go,
A river never stops flowing
Like a river life will flow.
If  the stone blocks the river’s path
You think the river will flow no more
But the water knows to take a turn
And land in destined shore.
As it must go,
So does life go,
Today if  this life shatter you dreams 
Tomorrow the same dream your life will show, 
You are a lost wanderer, o musafir
A lost sailor standing at dream’s bow.
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LESSON
Shampad Rahmatullah

You cannot say we have not lived,
For we have braved the fires of  our own.
You cannot say we know not loss,
For what have we gained if  not loss’ trust?
Have we not stared Death in its eyes?
Hoping against hope we do not blink?
Have we not shed tears of  sinful blood?
For our sweat and toil were to preserve 
    the crimson prisoner.
We have toiled, despaired; we have died
A million deaths in the shadow of  our kin.
And yes we have laughed, for mirth was our reward
For the sun lusts for the night with virgin passion.
You stand here, on the precipice of  your life
Hoping for answers, and that we have none.
For you too will grasp at Hope’s wings and fall
Unfettered into ruin, or close enough.
And you shall rise again, just as we have,
If  God is that kind.
Or you shall join Him on the upper side,
If  you were that kind.
Or you shall burn in the fires of  life’s very flames,
Wishing for Hell to end your sacred baptism.
Hope that life is truly that kind.
And maybe you shall join us one final time.
So advice we have, so listen well.
Know that we have gained, and we have lost,
Know that we have hated, and we have loved,
Know that we have cried tears of  
    joy, tears of  sorrow, tears of  mercy. 
But final of  all, know this one truth.
That we have lived our lives, full and true.
A lifetime was given to us to live as we would.
And we lived with glory, setting our suns 
    in seas forever blue.
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HAIKU 
Quamrul Hassan

war cemetery
in full bloom
a red rose

autumn noon
on the park bench 
a pair of  spectacles

country road
running after a pajero
half-naked children

long drive
even the wiper
sounds romantic

midnight thunder 
the baby
stops crying

rainy sunday-
he chooses ‘wish you were here’
from playlist seven

condemned cell
through the small window
cherry petals
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THE THIRD FLOOR WINDOW  
Gopa B. Ceaser

Each morning I leave behind an old face from a third
    floor window,
       trailing me leaving my alley
       all I could do is walk slowly...
Each lunch-break (provided) makes me think of  an old
    face on a third-floor window,
       Mourning Eliotianeterized afternoons,
       “even a crow is scarce...”
Each evening, my long walks end where an old face
    waits at a third-floor window
       to have a cup of  tea with his eldest progeny...
 
But,
Each day I return with “heaps of  broken images”
       struggles, hopes, glooms
       cash-career-looms
       tiring, tyre-ing, trying BOOMs
 
   “How was your day, kid?”
       “I aint have one, BABA”
     “two minutes, our tea will be ready”
         “I aint have any, BABA”
 
He sips alone from empty cups while our kitchen basin
    suffers from insomnia...
 
Each night, an old face in third-floor window keeps
    counting stars, if  the sky is clear
        “Why do they often get de-focused!”
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STRANGERS
Sadaat Mahmood

There is danger following great unknowns;

comfort seeking worn out dreams,

heartache closing ever thought...

lend an ear to the beating wings–

There is no greater feeling, 

than that of  the shore kissing your toes,

and the mockingbird whistling your tune.
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INEXORABLY THERE
Ahsan Sajid

I don’t question the efficacy of

discontent;

merely the after taste

of  a sodden weekend

left red and purple

and throbbing

with a very you had to be there kind of  genius.

Like a dry patch under my tongue

I can’t reach.
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I DON’T WANT YOU
Sayeeda T. Ahmad

I don’t want you
to weep cold tears down the fleshy walls
of  this bubble you’re wrapped in,
to make me heave every day for the past
few months in those hours I lie awake
in my bed. I lied to myself, believed I will
raise you to be more than my reflection,
but you will crawl out of  my womb
like a tadpole slinking down my uterus,
and bury me alive. Like a fledgling
shoved over the nest, I will spew you out
before my life becomes your own.
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MY BED
Sarwat Sameen

It was the summer of  1999 –
The hymn for the holy filled the child with pride,
Propped up on a pillow was the Holy Book,
The recital continued inadvertently,
Unaware of  the bed sheet and the foam beneath.
A year later she sat upright –
Groggy eyed                           
Unknown to the new millennium
And the world of  sorrow the plank had endured.
She had borne through the regimes,
Suffered pages of  happiness and morality,
Had flickered until the books were empty,
All on the tinted structure of  her bed stand.
Lying down, breathing in and out,
She joined the moon to the stars,
And counted the number of  night-gowns
Hanging from her upright bed-stand.
Measuring relationships by an ounce
And the various layers of  her foamy companion;
She lit a joint crouched over the ever-looming structure,
That elevated and degraded her;
Satan’s voice loomed out loud –
“I am free. Are you?”
Balled up in bed was she,
Covered in eminent glow,
While smoke emanated from an ashtray
    on the old bed stand;
It is the summer of  2013.
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WHEN ELIOT LEADS, 
YOU MUST FOLLOW.
Zaynul Abedin

When I first came,
Everything was quiet and calm.
Unknown to many 
Withdrawn from even more, 
I trudged my terribly scrawny physique, 
Suddenly made bloated with pretensions.

The time quickened its pace, 
In a whirlwind 
In an interminable indifference 
To ambient color.
A yellow patina of  lichen
Is varnished on it. 
On the mind, the physique and the quietude. 
So much for those sickening pretensions. 

Now it being hopelessly becalmed, 
No more dream seems possible.
Neither do your eyes, ears and voices.
Just like a dead land!

A slow receding taking place, 
From the vanguard to backbenchers, 
The island gets melted into the undulating ocean. 

This is how all the years 
Have gone into oblivion.
This is how it all ends. 
“Not with a bang, but a whimper.”
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STORY OF A WAYFARER 
Golam Asfia

The maiden sleeps with the black hair as her veil
    come home, the land beckons, with an evening touch
    where will ye look for a ground to rest?
You’re a wanderer my love, and so am I!

The slice of  the soul wanders near and far
Wearing woes everyday by the scores
Ignorant as you are, it escapes your mind
What’s that face that I see as my kind
The two stand on different shores, wandering, 
    yearning, waiting in pain
The heart frozen twixt breaths, in a queue –
    it seems in vain
Making and breaking every day, washed in
    a welter of  sins

The water’s hard, the earth turns smoke, the body’s
    smithereens as hell
The wise man steeped in books still earns but dirt –
    this much I can tell
Like the oil in the seed, and the fire in the glow’s élan
Your truth lies within you. Wake up! - If  you can!
Like the ebbing journey of  a broken boat,
    caught midstream in a tide
The tired heart’s lost among its kind; goes for a song,
    nowhere to hide
It rests and breaks every day, in a helpless dance of  fate

You are a wanderer, my love, and so am I.
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ALLITERATED ABSTRACT ANGUISH
AHM Mustafizur Rahman

I jog down these discrepant distant doorways
opaque to the world but you
I question, question the morbid metaphorical marshes
that guard your castles from all

though the servants are juvenile jealous jesters
weary are their minds so blue
while the anguish in the tormented twisted tales
soothes my aching heart at the ball

my feet wish to tread the leisurely languid length
till daybreak in the pearly dew
while I adorn my eyes with that sinewy salty scent
and compel my defenses to fall

for I am but a haggard half-hearted human
destined not for merry crew
my fate’s been sealed with broken billowing barbarians
with no strength within to stall

so before I am obsolete my proud pragmatic princess
recall that mark on your shoe
and when my carcass has been trapped, torn and tattered
remember, what caused my fall.
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*BIRTH OF SIDR (THE EYE )
Rahat Ara Kabir Kheya

I saw the mighty eye chasing men and child
I saw them running away vanishing in the wild.
Raging wind came hopping around the beings
Vicious blows hounded all, wrecking trembling green.
I heard the unforgiving roaring of  the eye,
I heard the cruel whirlwind that made trees fly.
Shivering rivers, shattered forest did no surrender
‘Darkness must fade away soon’- heard them murmur.

I saw a wobbled woman praying with all heart,
I saw her making fear thrown long apart.
‘Mother’s here, don’t you worry sweet little dove’
Putting hand in swollen womb, whispered with love.
I heard the vengeful eye screaming in the sky,
I heard the livid cloud’s petrifying cry!
Nothing could scare the mother, nothing made her weak,
Prayed to her God, “your aid is all that I seek!”

I saw the gallant mother making her way,
Cried to the eye, ‘my child is not yours to slay!’
Known- unknown men and women stood by her side,
‘God is here, have no fear, together we fight.’
Baby came with first light in dark eastern sky,
Sunrise in innocent smile drove away the ‘Eye’.
Even from the destruction life writes its tale,
Light always triumphs over, nothing makes it fail.

* The word Sidr means ‘eye’.
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THE TRASH TRUCK
Rabiul Islam

She was born a truck
With new chassis, engine, wheels, brakes,
She made no sounds then
Her new Mobil vibrated her pistons well.

On bumpy roads, and potholes
Her bumpers wouldn’t let you feel a shake,
She absorbed all the shock, consumed them
Leaving just a pleasant wave.

She woke up before the dawn
And would start without a sound
Like the morning sun’s soundless scheme,
She’d run to help you on terms,
Keeping you on the right tracks.

But years of  wear and tear
And overused engine, and gears,
Now make her jammed wheel scream
And her heart howls when she wheezes by.

When her skin lost her contour
And color couldn’t be renewed,
They started using her as the trash truck
Piling up dirt, waste, and other disgusting troubles.

The troubles some people wouldn’t ever dare to look at
Wouldn’t even smell or touch,
But she cares and carries them on
Even though her heart sounds creepy
    and wheels hardly roll on.
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Now at night her headlights aren’t even working
Her windshields are broken, she can barely see,
But she still works and follows her archetypal rules
Till the day her chassis breaks and her engine gives up.

And one day, when you’ll be looking at her
In an old garage or a graveyard,
You won’t say she was a born truck
Her years of  hardship-laden scrapes
Will make you reckon her, only as the trash truck.

Trash truck she is
But truth is,
It is your trash she carries
No matter how hurtful they are.

So why not get down sometime
Put some new Mobil in,
Grease to the wheels, and oils in engine?
So she may feel less jolt in her heart
And jam in her wheels?

Or can you take care of  your own trashes now
Now that you’re grown-ups?
She kept running when you were leaky, squeaky
So now, can’t you?

Therefore, make sure
When you’ll be passing by her corpse one day,
She look tidy and in shape
Her death, like ours, is inevitable;
There will be reason, disease, or catastrophe,
Just make sure she doesn’t die in rue
Doesn’t die because of  you.
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NARCISSUS AND ECHO
Namira Hossain

Imagine the bubbles rising and popping 
Filled with tiny little lands.
Entering alternate realities,
Changing your life,
Dealt a new hand.

A reality check from an imaginary knock,
The bubbles are gone.
The night feels heavy as lead.
Wounded pride, swollen with promises unkept.

In a cold misty room filled with smoke,
A hooded figure jonesing for a toke.
Should I sleep with my sins?
Or exorcize the ghosts?
Excuses running thin of  being OCD.
Manipulation with a sociopathic approach.

Have I chased away my life?
Or is it chasing me?
I wasn’t like this when I was twenty-three?
Fuck it, I’ll smoke another one...
Grabbing for my lighter,
Shocked as I turn.

To see in the mirror, a cold, blank stare.
‘The Picture of  Dorian Grey’
Only with unwashed hair.
For a moment I get taken aback.
Narcissistic rage quelled by a self  pity attack. 
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Third of  January came and went.
Another unhappy birthday to me.
I may not be broken, but I am bent.
For all my sins, I must repent.
My ‘only friend’ said not to think too much.
‘Here, this’ll help’.
Something shiny in his hand, he clutched.
The gift was neither chrome, nor coin.
‘A one way ticket’, he shrugs. ‘To the end of  the line’.
‘It also serves as proof  of  your crimes’.

It was a mirror.
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